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Abstract 
In this note we prove that the integral homology of the special linear group of the henselization 
of some local rings imbeds into the homology of the special linear group of the completion. 
We define hens&an ad& ring and prove that the integral homology of its special linear group 
injects into the homology of Sl of the finite adele ring. The method of the proof is based 
on an application of the At-tin approximation theorem to the bar complex which calculates the 
homology. @ 1998 Elscvicr Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Chsstjication: Primary 19F27; secondary 19Fxx 
1. Introduction 
Let R be a local ring. We denote by p the maximal idea1 of R and by R,, the 
completion of R at p. Let K+, be the residue field at p, and let Ri denote the henselization 
at p [ 10, Ch. I, Section 41. In addition, we will also use the following notation: 
(1) F will denote a number field and (9~ its ring of integers. 
(2) r;: is the completion of I+’ at a finite prime c’. 
(3) P,, is the ring of integers in 6. 
(4) cl: denotes the henselization of 6k at a finite prime z’. 
(5) 6. h . IS t he field of fractions of cf! 
(6) Af denotes the finite adele ringc;9]. 
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(7) H,(G; Z) is the integral homology of a group G. To compute H,(G; Z) we 
use the bar complex C,(G) [5, p. 361. By definition C,(G) is a free Z-module 
whose generators are denoted by [g, lgz] . . . IS,,]. The differential is 8 = C:=, 
(- l)‘rli where di are defined by the formula 
( 
kl21... lsnl if i = 0, 
~il3~92~...lSnl= ~9~l92l.~~IYiYi+ll...lS~l ifO<i<n, (1.1) 
k7192l.” I%-11 i = n. 
Results of this paper were obtained in a research which was a continuation of the 
paper [2] by the first author and Zelewski. Let us recall that a main result of [2] 
shows that for some local, regular rings R the natural map of the Quillen K-groups: 
K,,(Ri)+K,,(R,) is injective. Proof of this result given in [2] uses description of the 
Quillen K-theory of regular rings in terms of the SKI-fimctor [6, 111. In this paper 
we prove an anologous theorem about homology of the special linear group. Our main 
tool is the Artin approximation theorem [4, Theorem 16, p. 911 (see also the Ph.D 
thesis of S. Lang [S]) which we apply to the bar complex computing the homology. 
The following results are proven in this paper. 
Theorem. Let Ro be afield or an excellent discrete valuation ring. Let R be u domain 
which is a local Ro-algebra essentially of finite type over Ro. Let p be the maximal 
ideal of R. Then the natural map 
is injective. 
Corollary 1. Let the assumptions be as in the theorem. Let 1 be a prime number 
which is relatively prime to the characteristic of the residue field up. Then the natural 
maps 
H,(Sl(Rh,); Wkl ---t fMW$ ); Wkl, 
H&S&R;); Z)/lk + H,,(Sl(R*); Z)/lk 
are isomorphisms. In particular, the l-torsion subgroups of H,,(Sl(Rh,); Z) and 
H,,(SI(RI,); Z) are isomorphic and the cokernel of the map 
H&W;); Z> + Hn(WR,); Z> 
is uniquely l-divisible. 
In the formulation of our next result, we will make use of the following notion. 
Definition. Let us define A: = {(a,) E n, eh; a, E 6: for almost all v}. We call A> 
the henselian adele ring of the number field F. 
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Proposition. The natural map 
is injective. 
This proposition and a result of Arlettaz [ 1, Corollary 1.61 about exponent of the 
kernel of the Hurewicz map from K-theory to integral homology imply the following 
result. 
Corollary 2. The kernel of the natural map 
W$) +&(A/) 
is torsion. It bus exponent dividing a number R,_I which depends solely on n. 
We would like to point out that Corollary 2 gives new information about the map 
K,,(AF.) 4 K,,(Af) which can not be obtained by methods of [2], since the rings in 
question are not regular. It turns out that K-theory and homology have descriptions 
which enabled us to introduce arithmetic and algebraic geometry directly into our 
investigations. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
Let 
c= 2 a&jjk$p . Igp] 
k=l 
be a cycle representing an element of I&(Sl(Ri); Z) which maps to zero in the group 
H,(Sl(R,);Z). We can write c as 
~=a ~birh’,“lh:“,...jhj’:,l =e ~(-l)ib,dirhl’i,h~‘,...,hl’:,l; (2.1) 
( /=I ) I=1 i=O 
where hi” are matrices with entries in the ring R,. Computing the boundaries di 
in (2.1) we obtain terms of the form [hf)l... Ih$,], [h(,“l.. . Ih$)hlnfi,l . . Ihy+),] and 
[h’,“l . . . Ih(2’)]. Before performing any cancelations we collect together elements on the 
right- and left-hand sides of (2.1) which have identical bar parts. 
We now introduce auxiliary variables in order to apply the Artin approximation 
theorem. Let 
(2.2) 
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be a formal element such that matrices h$’ are obtained from matrices hz’ by putting 
formal variables instead of entries; one variable replaces one entry. Let us consider the 
following equation: 
(2.3) 
k=l I=1 i=o 
We collect the bar elements on the right- and left-hand sides of (2.3) in the way 
defined by the collection process after (2.1) and as the result we obtain equations 
-(j)-(l) 
which compare elements of the form: gc’, i:) and h, h,+,. This gives us a system 
of polynomial equations with coefficients in R$. Equations of the system are at most 
quadratic with respect to the formal variables. We add to the system extra equations: 
(2.4) 
for every m and 1 in order to stay inside SI. The system of equations obtained in this 
way has solutions in R, because of Eq. (2.1). By the Artin approximation theorem [4, 
Theorem 16, p. 9 l] the system has also solutions in R,. h But it shows that Eq. (2.3) has 
solutions in the ring Rb which implies that c is homologous to zero in C,(Sl(Rh,)). 0 
Remark. The map in the theorem does not need to be surjective for n > 1. In or- 
der to see this take R = Cc,, and p = U, where 6 is the ring of integers of a number 
field F. Observe that H,(Sl(Rk); Z) is a countable group. Indeed, H,(Sl(Rh,);Z)= 
lim, H,(SI(LTL,(,,,)); Z). The direct limit is over finite extensions L of F contained in 
ch and c~,(~,) is the localization of C1~ at a finite place w = (?L n oh, where yh denotes 
the maximal ideal of ek. This is a countable direct limit of countable groups, hence it 
is a countable group. On the other hand, the group H,,(SI(R,); Z) is uncountable. In 
order to see this consider the following sequence of maps: 
K,M(F;,) 2 K(F,>) L K,,(R,) A H,(Sl(R,,); Z), (2.5) 
where r is a natural homomorphism from Milnor’s to Quillen’s K-theory and h, is 
the Hurewicz homomorphism. The map b is an injection with a finite cokernel, by the 
localization sequence. By [3, Proposition 5.101 nontorsion part of the group K;“(Fp) 
is uncountably generated. On the other hand, by [l 1, Corollary 5.31 ker cx is anihilated 
by (n - l)!. The kernel of the Hurewicz map h, has finite exponent R,_l which is a 
product of primes not exceeding the number (n + 1)/2, [ 1, Corollary 1.61. It follows 
that the group H,(Sl(R,,); Z) is uncountable, hence the map from the theorem is not 
surjective in this case. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Consider the following commutative diagram: 
O+ Hn(Sl(R:,))/lk -H,,(Sl(R;);Z/l”) -H,_,(Sl(R:,))[l”] -0 
1 1 1 
(2.6) 
O+ Hn(Sl(Rp))/lk -HH,(Sl(R,);L/lk) +H,-,(Sl(R,))[lkl --+O 
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The middle vertical map in (2.6) is an isomorphism since both its source and target 
are naturally isomorphic to &(K~; Z/Zk) by the Gabber rigidity theorem [7, Theo- 
rem 1 and Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 11. Our theorem implies that the right 
vertical arrow in the diagram is injective. Corollary 1 follows by a simple diagram 
chasing. 0 
3. Proof of the proposition 
The proof of the proposition is very similar to the proof of the 
uses one more ingredient from the Artin approximation theorem. 
Let 
theorem, however it 
represent an element of H,(SI(A; ); Z) which maps to zero in H,( SI(A\f ); Z). Matrices 
y:t’ = [(&,)1.)(i,,i)] have entries in the ring of henselian adels. As before we can write 
d in the form 
where hi’ are matrices with entries in the ring A,. 
We collect together elements on the right- and left-hand side of (3.1) which have 
the same bar parts. As in the proof of the theorem we introduce auxiliary variables. 
Let 
~h,,i;:i),hy’(... (h ;,] (3.2) 
/=I 
be a formal element such that matrices $) are obtained from matrices 15;:’ by putting 
formal variables instead of adelic coordinates of their entries; one variable replaces 
hc,),.(i,j), for every l<m<n + 1, l<l<s, all i,j and all ~1. Note that in this case we 
have introduced an infinite number of variables because there are infinitely many c. 
Proceeding as in the proof of the theorem we obtain from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) (which 
we write this time for d) a system of polynomial equations with coefficients in the 
ring A;. The system has a solution in A/ because of Eq. (3.1). We claim that the 
Artin theorem gives a solution of the system which belongs to the ring A;. Indeed, 
the matrices [(y\~).)(i,j)l, [(&~)(~,j)l,. . , [($!)(i,j)], for 1 5 k 5 Y and the matrices 
Khyl)(Ll)l, Kgj,)(m”~ Kh’,‘:,~, )(i,,j)] for 1 < i<s have altogether bounded size 
independently of z’. Hence, we can assume that all of the matrices are of size M x M 
for a big A4, and then introduce the variables as before. Since there are finitely many 
of these matrices, we have only finitely many entries to deal with for each I’. Now 
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using the congruence part of [4, Theorem 16, p. 911 (with c = 1) we conclude that the 
system of equation has a solution in the ring A:.. 0 
In [2] the first author and Zelewski proved a result for Quillen’s K-theory which is 
similar to our theorem. In the proof they used the SK1 description of Quilen’s K-groups 
for regular rings; cf. [6, 111. Since the rings A;;- and P$ are not regular, we cannot 
use the SK, fimctor to compute their K-theory. However, the above proposition and a 
result of Arlettaz [l] imply Corollary 2 from the Introduction. 
Proof of Corollary 2. It follows immediately by the proposition, the result of 
Arlettaz [ 1, Corollary 1.61 and commutativity of the following diagram: 
(3.3 1 
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